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Australia Improvements to Employee Share Scheme Rules New employee share scheme (ESS) rules apply to awards made from 1 July 2015 that change the taxing point for rights (options) for employees of all corporate tax entities T: + 61 3 9939 4488 and provide an additional tax concession for employees of certain small start-up [email protected] companies. om.au Cameron Allen



A major change for new awards is the removal of the ‘real risk of forfeiture’ in relation to rights. Previously ESS discounts for rights were either taxed upfront or deferred to a later time, for example, when the option was exercised or when the share was sold or where there was no longer any real risk of forfeiture. Main features of the improved ESS rules for new awards include:
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§



Taxation of options (rights) can be deferred until the option is exercised (rather than earlier, under previous rules) provided there are disposal restrictions and the scheme is expressly subject to deferred taxation.



§



The maximum period of deferral is extended from 7 years to 15 years subject to deferred taxation although cessation of employment will continue to be a deferred taxing point.



§



The significant ownership rule for deferral has been relaxed from 5% to 10%.



§



For eligible start-up company awards, income tax exemption discounts of up to 15% on grants of shares and taxation under the capital gains tax rules for options that are granted with an exercise price no less than market value of the share at the time of grant.



§



Default valuation rules to work out market value have been updated to provide better taxation outcomes and Australian Taxation Office will develop new valuation safe harbours. www.wts.com
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China Social Insurance Treaty between Switzerland and China has been signed On 30 September 2015 the Social Insurance Treaty (SIT) between Switzerland and China was signed. The SIT aims to avoid double payment of Social Insurance T: + 86 21 5047 8565 ext. 202 premiums for individuals who work both in China and Switzerland. Until now, China [email protected] has signed SITs with six countries: Germany, Korea, Denmark, Finland, Canada and Switzerland. In addition, the Chinese government is also in intensive negotiations to sign relevant treaties with Japan and France. Martin Ng



Following is a summary of SITs currently concluded by China: Contracting countries Canada Denmark



Finland Germany Korea Switzerland



Social insurances exempted in China § Pension insurance § Basic employee pension insurance § § § § § § §



Pension insurance Unemployment insurance Basic pension insurance Unemployment insurance Pension insurance Unemployment insurance Pension insurance



in § § § § § § § § § §



the contracting country Pension insurance Social pension Labor market supplementary pension Work pension Unemployment insurance Pension insurance Employment promotion Old-age insurance Employment insurance Pension insurance



India Secondment of expatriates to India – Controversy and current status of Social Security Agreements Tax issues on Secondment of employees to India With more and more foreign enterprises establishing offices in India there is expected T: + 91 22 6108 1099 to be a surge in the key management and technical personnel being sent on sudhir.nayak@dhruvaadvisors secondment to India. In the past, there has been a controversy over characterization .com of secondment arrangements. Sudhir Nayak



The controversy revolves around: (1) Whether the presence of seconded employees creates a permanent establishment (PE) of the foreign enterprise in India; and (2) Whether secondment agreement constitutes the provision of services by the foreign enterprise and therefore subject to withholding tax in India.
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In the recent past, the Delhi High Court held that in case of a secondment arrangement the foreign enterprise is held to be the economic employer as the final right to terminate the seconded employee’s employment contract was with the foreign enterprise and other clause like reporting, secondment contract termination were subordinate to that clause, resulting in the foreign enterprise having a Service PE in India. Further, it has also been held that recovery of salary (initially paid by foreign enterprise) from an Indian enterprise is not a reimbursement and should be characterized as Fees for Technical Services (FTS). The Special Leave Petition filed against the said Delhi High Order was dismissed by the Supreme Court of India. A month ago, the Bangalore Bench of the Income Tax Appellate Tribunal reiterated that recovery of salary (initially paid by foreign enterprise) from the Indian enterprise should be treated as FTS. Social Security Agreements On the Social Security front India has signed Social Security Agreements (SSAs) with 18 countries of which SSAs with Belgium, Germany, Switzerland, Denmark, Luxembourg, France, South Korea, The Netherlands, Hungary, Sweden, Finland, Czech Republic and Norway are in force. However, SSAs with Japan, Canada, Austria, Portugal and Australia are not in force as of now.



Japan New Exit Tax Toshio Nagashima T: + 81 3 5220 6563 [email protected]



Under a tax treaty, capital gain taxes are levied by the country in which a seller of shares is a resident, and it is possible for a Japanese resident individual who has shares with unrealized capital gains to avoid capital gain taxes by moving to a tax-free country and selling the shares when he is a resident of that country. In accordance with the BEPS Action plan 6, which prevents the above-mentioned granting of treaty benefits in inappropriate circumstances, the Government of Japan’s 2015 tax reforms introduced an exit tax. Where a Japanese resident has the following types of assets and meets the following conditions, such assets will be deemed to have been transferred at the time of exit and any such gain would be subject to an exit tax: (1) Total value of assets subject to taxation at the time of exit is JPY 100 million or more; (2) Individual has lived in Japan for more than 5 years in the last 10 years before the exit; (3) The asset is considered a security under the income tax law or is an unsettled derivative or margin transaction; and (4) The resident leaves Japan.
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If the taxpayer returns to Japan within five years of exit and retains the above applicable assets continuously from the date of exit, the exit tax will be reversed by filing a request for amendment. These new rules apply to exits and donations and inheritance of property which occurred on or after July 2015.



Philippines Revised Rules for the Issuance of Employment Permits to Foreign Nationals Fulvio D. Dawilan T: + 63 2 403 2001 loc. 130 fulvio.dawilan@bdblaw. com.ph



The Philippine Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) issued a Revised Rules for the Issuance of Employment Permits to Foreign Nationals, through Department Order No. 146, series of 2015. The order reiterated the requirement that all foreign nationals who intend to engage in gainful employment in the Philippines shall apply for Alien Employment Permit (AEP). In addition, among the major changes introduced by the revised rules are: (1) Exclusion from the requirement of securing AEP of Corporate Officers as provided under the Corporation Code of the Philippines, Articles of Incorporations, and By-Laws of the Philippine company, such as the President, Secretary and Treasurer; (2) A new requirement for labour-market testing and understudy training - Filipino workers who are “competent, able, and willing” to take the prospective job of the foreign national can now file an objection on the alien permit application before the DOLE. In addition, part of the requirement for application for AEP now includes a copy of the employer’s understudy training program to be conducted by the foreign national to transfer knowledge and/or skills and knowledge to Filipino workers; and (3) Increase of application fees from PHP 8,000 to PHP 9,000 for the new application. In case the employment period is more than one year, there is an additional PHP 4,000 for any additional year from PHP 3,000.



Taiwan Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine and employee participation on profit Michael Werner T: + 886 987 261 326 michael.werner@eigerlaw. com
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Supreme Court Confirms Inevitable Disclosure Doctrine Recently the Taiwan’s Supreme Court ruled that an employee may be barred from working for a competitor, even after a non-competition agreement has been expired.
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The court ruled that a former executive of the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company (TSMC), will not be allowed to work for Samsung, TSMC’s major competitor, until 31 December 2015, even though the non-compete obligation of the employee expired in 2011. The decision follows the legal view that the protection of business secrets can stand above the right of work of an employee. The court used the “inevitable disclosure doctrine” as the basis for its decision and assumed that it would not be possible for an employee to avoid using experience or knowledge he or she has gained in a previous job and that such risk does not end with the expiration of a non-compete agreement. Employee participation on profit Before the end of May 2016 companies in Taiwan need to adjust their articles of incorporation with regards to the profit participation of employees. The new rule is that the amount for the employees has to be put aside before tax. Companies should review their articles and amend them, if necessary.



Thailand Personal Income Tax reduction for expatriates under ROH, IHQ and ITC Till Morstadt T: + 66 (2) 287 1882 [email protected]



Employees of a company registered with the Thai Revenue Department as Regional Operating Headquarters (ROH), International Headquarters (IHQ) or International Trading Centre (ITC) can benefit from a reduced personal income tax rate (PIT) of 15% flat under the following conditions:



Registration criteria



Conditions for PIT reduction



Maximum period of PIT reduction
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ROH IHQ / ITC minimum registered and fully paid-up capital of THB 10 million minimum annual operating expenses in Thailand of at least THB 15 million 50% of total ROH income must expat must stay in Thailand be derived from services to at least 180 days and have affiliates in other countries or annual income of at least from royalties for R&D carried THB 2.4 million (or THB out in Thailand 200,000 per month if staying less than 1 year) 4 years 15 years After such period, the Unlike for ROH, no employment under an ROH extension beyond 15 years must be discontinued for at is possible. least 1 year.
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An ROH can either be an independent company incorporated under Thai law or an organisational unit of such a company. The business of an ROH is limited to the provision of management, technical, financial or support services to its affiliates in Thailand or abroad. The activities allowed under IHQ are in fact more or less identical, but the conditions and incentives slightly differ (see table). An ITC is a company registered in Thailand performing international trade business (purchase and sale of goods, materials or parts, and related services) to overseas customers.



Vietnam Clarifications on Personal Income Tax Wolfram Gruenkorn T: + 84 8 6261 8231 [email protected]



On 15 June 2015, the Ministry of Finance issued Circular 92/2015/TT-BTC (Circular 92). Circular 92 has provided the further guidance and clarification on some changes and supplementation on Personal Income Tax (PIT). The Circular took effect from 30 July 2015 and will be applied from the tax year of 2015. Some notable changes include: Non-taxable income: § Costs of transporting employees from their place of residence to place of work and vice versa are not considered to be the employees’ income if stated in company’s policy. According to former regulation, the transportation benefit is subject to PIT if provided to a specific employee. §



One-off relocation allowances paid to Vietnamese residing overseas (in longterm period) for returning Vietnam to work. For foreigners, only the relocation allowance for moving to Vietnam is non-taxable.



§



Non-compulsory insurances paid by employers for employees are not subject to PIT if there is not an accumulation of insurance premiums. Condition is that the insurer is permitted to sell insurance policies in Vietnam.



§



Income from capital investment of private enterprises and single member limited liability companies which are owned by one natural person.



PIT exemption: Income from compensation for damages outside the scope of contracts. Changes on exchange rate for converting taxable income into Vietnam Dong: The exchange rate is the buying price of the commercial bank where the individual opened account. In the case of where the taxpayer did not open accounts in Vietnam, the applicable exchange rate is the buying price of the Vietcombank.
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Circular 92 regulates that business income of a resident is also subject to Value Added Tax (VAT) besides PIT. Depending on business activities, a fixed rate of VAT from 1% to 5% will be calculated on the taxable turnover.



Editorial team wts consulting (Hong Kong) Ltd · Tax & Business Consulting Unit 1911 • 19/F The Center • 99 Queen’s Road Central • Hong Kong T + 852 2380 2311 F + 852 2380 2399 www.wts.com.hk



Disclaimer The above information is intended for general information on the stated subjects and is not exhaustive treatment of any subject. Thus, the content of this TAX UPDATE is not intended to replace professional tax advice on the covered subjects. WTS Alliance cannot take responsibility for the topicality, completeness or quality of the information provided. None of the information contained in this TAX UPDATE is meant to replace a personal consultation. Liability claims regarding damage caused by the use or disuse of any information provided, including any kind of information which is incomplete or incorrect, will therefore be rejected. If you wish to receive the advice of WTS Alliance, please make contact with one of our advisors. All copyright is strictly reserved by WTS Alliance.
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